Plant diseases represent a growing threat to the global food supply. The factors contributing to pathogen transmission from plant to plant remain poorly understood. Statistical correlations between rainfalls and plant disease outbreaks were reported; however, the detailed mechanisms linking the two were relegated to a black box. In this combined experimental and theoretical study, we focus on the impact dynamics of raindrops on infected leaves, one drop at a time. We find that the deposition range of most of the pathogen-bearing droplets is constrained by a hydrodynamical condition and we quantify the effect of leaf size and compliance on such constraint. Moreover, we identify and characterize two dominant fluid fragmentation scenarios as responsible for the dispersal of most pathogen-bearing droplets emitted from infected leaves: (i) the crescent-moon ejection is driven by the direct interaction between the impacting raindrop and the contaminated sessile drop and (ii) the inertial detachment is driven by the motion imparted to the leaf by the raindrop, leading to catapult-like droplet ejections. We find that at first, decreasing leaf size or increasing compliance reduces the range of pathogen-bearing droplets and the subsequent epidemic onset efficiency. However, this conclusion only applies for the crescent moon ejection. Above a certain compliance threshold a more effective mechanism of contaminated fluid ejection, the inertial detachment, emerges. This compliance threshold is determined by the ratio between the leaf velocity and the characteristic velocity of fluid fragmentation. The inertial detachment mechanism enhances the range of deposition of the larger contaminated droplets and suggests a change in epidemic onset pattern and a more efficient potential of infection of neighbouring plants. Dimensionless parameters and scaling laws are provided to rationalize our observations. Our results link for the first time the mechanical properties of foliage with the onset dynamics of foliar epidemics through the lens of fluid fragmentation. We discuss how the reported findings can inform the design of mitigation strategies acting at the early stage of a foliar disease outbreak.
Introduction
Plant diseases aggravate the conditions of the billion malnourished individuals worldwide [1] and cause up to 60% of annual wheat loss [2, 3] . In the near future, one-third of all wheat crops could be lost to re-emerging strains of rust [4] [5] [6] [7] . In the USA, plant pathogens regularly cost more than $220 billion annually [8] . Despite the great variety of plant morphologies, rainfall was identified as a common precursor of foliar disease outbreaks. Indeed, moist conditions allow for mucilage dissolution and formation of pathogen-loaded fluid on leaves. When trapped in sticky mucilage, spores-and bacteria-inducing foliar diseases are dispersed by rainfalls [9, 10] . For example, following rainfalls, new lesions at the bottom of wheat leaves were observed to appear and precede outbreaks of Septoria tritici, Septoria nodorum, yellow rust and tan spot [3, 11, 12] . In a laboratory setting, simulated rain led to the contamination of the surroundings of an infected plant [13] . The mechanisms determining such contamination, in particular, the range and pattern of dispersal of the pathogens remain unknown.
In recent studies of the fluid dynamics of human disease transmission, it was found that the pathogen footprint of an infected host is shaped by the & 2015 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
size distribution of the pathogen-bearing droplets it ejects. This is, for example, the case during violent expirations such as sneezes [14] . Indeed, the size of the ejected pathogenbearing droplets can determine their pathogen load and their range of deposition. Small droplets would contain less pathogens (figure 1). In particular, in the context of foliar diseases, droplets smaller than 100 mm do not contribute to the dispersal of spores the size of which is about 100 mm [12,15 -18] . However, they can disperse bacteria and viruses, which are significantly smaller. Nevertheless, each of these individual small droplets is suspected to contain less pathogens than larger droplets. They are thus thought to be comparatively less threatening to neighbouring leaves on which they land. Nevertheless, if they are not down-drafted by other raindrops, small droplets can be advected easily by ambient wind and spread over large distances [10] . Upon escape, if they are successful at infiltrating and infecting a new susceptible leaf in a healthy field, they can trigger a new epidemic. However, following the infection of the first host, it is both the dynamics of self-contamination, from one leaf to the next within one plant, and the dynamics of transmission from one plant to its neighbour, that determine the success of the epidemic onset. Large droplets are key players at this onset stage as they can deposit locally a high number of pathogens on the target healthy leaf, making it easier to bridge its natural defence mechanisms and trigger infection [19] . In this study, we focus on the dynamics of generation of such large droplets by raindrop impacts on leaves [12, 15, 18] (figure 1).
Rain intensity, defined as the volume of rainwater per unit of time and unit of area, has been commonly suggested as an epidemic predictor based on its statistical correlations with foliar disease outbreaks [12, [20] [21] [22] . Hoberg [23] summarizes the key experimental set-ups reported in the literature to investigate rain-induced dispersal. In this context, the main scenario proposed to explain the link between rain intensity and dispersal is the splash-on-film, where raindrops are conjectured to impact thin films of contaminated fluid coating infected leaves. The role of rain intensity in relation to transport of foliar pathogens has been an important endeavour [12, [20] [21] [22] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, the discrepancies observed when attempting to rationalize the role of rain intensity on foliar pathogen dispersal remain unresolved [33] [34] [35] . Rain intensity being an average quantity, a given value of rain intensity can be generated by multiple drop size distributions. Although prior studies have focused on linking the contamination distance with rain intensity, the fluid dynamics occurring at the leaf level during raindrop impacts on contaminated suspensions remains a black-box [28] . The study by Yang et al. [36] is one of the only papers distinctly displaying a direct visual observation of droplet impact on infected strawberry leaves. However, from their pictures it remains difficult to elucidate the fluid dynamics occurring during the impact. Moreover, in such splash dynamics, the size of the impacting raindrop is critical in determining the size distribution of the daughter-contaminated droplets ejected [37] .
In §2.1, we first briefly revisit the conjectured splashon-film scenario, so far assumed to be the dominant means of droplet emission during rainfalls. We use state-of-the-art high-speed videography to reveal the detailed fluid dynamics occurring upon raindrop impact on a range of plants in the context of rain-induced pathogen dispersal. This is first done using a simulated rainfall, with several successive raindrop impacts on various leaves. We find that common plant foliage more often supports distinct sessile drops rather than fluid films. In §2.2, we report that the most common and efficient ejection scenarios are those resulting from the impact of a raindrop on a leaf which is supporting potentially infected sessile drops. We identify two dominant scenarios of contaminated droplet ejection: the crescent-moon ejection and the inertial detachment. The crescent-moon ejection corresponds to a direct contact between the impacting drop and the sessile-contaminated drop. The inertial detachment ejection corresponds to the indirect interaction between the impacting drop and the sessile-contaminated drop, which is mediated by leaf motion. Subsequently, the focus of our study becomes that of the impact dynamics of one raindrop next to or onto one sessile drop. In §3, we report the sizes and speeds of the contaminated droplets emitted from these impacts for each ejection scenario. We report and quantify the clear distinction between the two scenarios in the distribution of contaminated fluid. In §4, dimensionless parameters, scaling laws and a theoretical model of leaf compliance are provided to rationalize our observations. We find that, at first, decreasing leaf size or increasing foliage compliance reduces the range of pathogen-bearing droplets and consequently the epidemic onset efficiency. However, this is true only for the crescentmoon ejection mechanism driven by the direct interaction between the impacting raindrop and the contaminated sessile drop. Finally, in §5, we discuss the implications of these results. Note that throughout the paper, dyed water is used as the analogue of contaminated fluid.
Phenomenology of raindrop impact on leaf

Film versus sessile drop
As discussed in §1, although commonly conjectured, the scenario of raindrops impacting and splashing on thin contaminated films coating plant leaves was not previously visually reported [9, 30] . Using high-speed videography (1000 frame s
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) we tested this scenario by comparing impacts of raindrop analogues on a liquid film (figure 2a) with impacts on a series of wet real leaves ( figure 2b-d) . In both liquid small droplets large droplets 50 cm 10 m Figure 1 . Outcomes from the impact of a raindrop (blue/thick) on a plant leaf. Large ejected droplets (maroon/dashed) containing higher pathogen loads would impact neighbouring plants; directly dictating the epidemic spread in the field, while small droplets, containing less pathogens (orange/dotted) would potentially be carried by wind to be introduced to neighbouring or more remote fields. (Online version in colour.)
film and wet leaf configurations, a liquid sheet is formed then fragmented into several ejected droplets. Nevertheless, both configurations have markedly different outcomes. On a film, the liquid sheet is more or less vertical and axisymmetric about a vertical axis, and so is the droplet ejection (figure 2a). On real plants, the liquid sheet is observed to be asymmetric, which typically gives a strong horizontal velocity to the ejected droplets ( figure 2b,d ). Moreover, additional ejection scenarios are present on real plants that do not involve the fragmentation of a sheet ( figure 2c,d) .
The difference between the conjectured and the observed scenarios originates from the wetting properties of plant leaves. Contact angles were found to vary between 608 and 1208 on 13 common plant leaves [38] . So the leaves are not totally hydrophilic and the formation of a water film on the leaf surface is not energetically favourable. This partial wetting behaviour is thought to minimize disturbance to plant breathing and structural stability. Moreover, it reduces detrimental colonization of the leaf surface [39] . Contact angle hysteresis up to 308 has been observed, which is consistent with other recent measurements on common plants (e.g. [40] ). The corresponding surface tension forces at the contact lines prevent small droplets from sliding away, so the rainwater residuals from previous impacts accumulate on the leaf. Large drops and puddles drip off when this force induced by contact angle hysteresis no longer balances the pull of either gravity or wind drag. Leaf compliance magnifies the gravitational pull. These observations suggest that the liquid in which pathogens are suspended is more likely in the shape of a sessile drop rather than in the form of a liquid film. In §3, we will show that this subtle difference in initial shape leads to major quantitative differences in the resulting pathogen ejection pattern. Building on this finding, we now focus the reminder of the study on the dynamics of impacts of raindrops on dyed sessile drops residing on a variety of real and artificial leaves.
Dominant modes of pathogen-bearing droplet ejection
Observations of rain falling on a plant reveal a wide spectrum of possible impact and fragmentation scenarios, owing to the many parameters (including leaf shape and inclination, drop size and initial position) that are simultaneously varied in natural conditions. Nevertheless, these many modes of pathogen-bearing droplet ejection are not equally likely, nor are they equally good at ejecting droplets away. Only scenarios that are both likely and efficient can potentially govern the dynamics of rain-induced pathogen dispersal shaping epidemic growth in the field. We recorded and analysed highspeed visualizations (Phantom-v5, 1000 frames s
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) of thousands of raindrops in the millimetre range impacting on 30 plants, including foliar disease victims (figure 2b-d). The leaf initially supported a sessile dyed drop, which was used as the analogue of an infected drop. The visualizations indeed revealed a collection of liquid fragmentation phenomena, all very different from the splash on a liquid film (figure 2a) [37, 41] . We identified two dominant modes of droplet ejection.
In the first ejection mode, the raindrop impacts in the vicinity of the dyed sessile drop and expands until direct contact between them occurs (figures 2b,d and 3a-b). Subsequently, the raindrop slides underneath the dyed drop. The latter is then lifted in succession in the form of a sheet that fragments into filaments and droplets. We refer to this mode as the crescent-moon splash due to the shape and motion of the liquid sheet. Leaf compliance has little qualitative influence on this mechanism (figure 3a versus b). The crescent-moon splash shares certain features with liquid splashes commonly described in the literature (e.g. corona splash [37] ). These include the dynamics of initial raindrop spreading. However, the horizontal asymmetry of its liquid sheet is a specific feature of the crescent-moon splash. It provides a significant horizontal velocity component to the ejected droplets, and therefore can play an important role in pathogen dispersal to neighbouring plants.
The second ejection mode is only observed for light and compliant leaves and it involves an indirect interaction between the raindrop and the sessile drop mediated by leaf motion (figures 2c,d and 3c,d). Upon impact, the leaf significantly bends and oscillates. The resulting acceleration elongates then fragments the sessile drop via Rayleigh-Taylor and Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities. Upon ejection, the spawned sessile droplets inherit the leaf velocity. We name this indirect mode the inertial detachment. We recorded centrifugal accelerations of up to 10 g at the tip of small leaves such as strawberry, tomato and blueberry. For millimetre drops, the associated inertial forces easily overcome capillary forces, resulting in the drift of the dyed liquid to the tip (figure 3c,d). If this latter is reached within one-fourth of the leaf oscillation period, the liquid detaches on the upward motion of the leaf. The resulting droplets are then catapulted away (figures 2c and 3d). Note that during storms, wind drag also induces leaf motion and subsequent inertial detachment; however, the remainder of the paper is concerned with raindrop-induced motion.
Quantification through analogue experiments
Experimental set-up
The ejection dynamics of both dominant scenarios is quantified through an extensive set of analogue experiments (figure 4). In order to address the role of leaf mechanical properties and inclination, we considered 15 different substrates, whose properties are summarized in table 1. They comprise four real leaves still attached to their plant (tomato t, citrus c, strawberry s and blueberry b); a 1 mm depth liquid film (*); and 10 artificial plastic leaves with contact angle 62 + 48. The latter include a stiff horizontal surface ( . ), a stiff inclined surface (Â) and eight 2 cm width cantilevers of varying mass, length and compliance (W, r, A, M, †, P, B, Q).
The dynamic bending of a plant leaf upon impact involves many geometrical and structural parameters in a complex way, including leaf curvature and the structural support provided by various patterns of venation. A leaf is not usually clamped at one end, but instead connected to a plant that can also move in response to the impact. Thus, leaf response to impact is a complex multimodal combination of bending and twisting motions; which is impossible to characterize in full at once. Most importantly, it might not be necessary to do so in order to explain the fluid fragmentation examined in this study.
Instead, we focus on isolating the role of size, mass and compliance to propose a physical analogue model for leaf motion. The eight cantilever artificial leaves were designed with the purpose of simplifying the leaf dynamics to a problem where the effect of compliance is localized: the leaves are hinged at their base (figure 4) to allow for a deflection mostly captured by a solid body rotation around the hinge. Thus, the motion can be reduced to a single time-dependent angle variable u(t). Table 1 indicates that these artificial hinges have a finite torsional stiffness k in the same range as the effective torsional stiffness of the real plant leaves that we examined. As subsequently shown, this physical analogue model allows the capture of most of the dynamics of leaf motion relevant for fluid break-up and pathogen-bearing droplet ejection.
The strength of a liquid impacter of mass M 0 and velocity U 0 is quantified through the Weber number We 0 ¼ rR 0 U 2 0 =s. This dimensionless group accounts for the relative importance of kinetic to surface energies [37] . Here, s ¼ 72 mN m 21 and r ¼ 1000 kg m 23 are the surface tension and density of water, respectively. Larger raindrops fall with a larger terminal velocity. Thus, they impact with a higher We 0 and can potentially cause more ejections. Practically, raindrop size is limited to a few millimetres in radius [42] . Indeed, larger raindrops experience a bag break-up instability, in which the surrounding air penetrates the drop [43] . Recent investigations [44, 45] indicated that this break-up is actually responsible for the size distribution of raindrops at ground level. In our quantitative experiments, we fixed the mass of the impacting raindrops to M 0 ¼ 56 + 6 mg. Their equivalent radius R 0 ¼ 2.4 + 0.1 mm is slightly below the break-up instability threshold. Therefore, our raindrop size is about the maximum that could be encountered in a rainfall. The corresponding terminal velocity, reached before impact, is measured to be U 0 ¼ 6.04 + 0.05 m s
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, so the Weber number is We 0 ¼ 1200 + 5%.
All leaves are initially fixed at 50 cm above the ground. The following operations were repeated 100 times for each substrate. A dyed water drop (McCormick), supposed to mimic an infected drop, was placed at distance L 1 ≃ 6 mm from the leaf tip (figure 3a), except for (w) where L 1 ¼ 3.5 cm. At sufficiently low dye concentration, dyed water has the same physical properties (density, surface tension) as plain water and is perfectly miscible in it. This sessile drop had a fixed mass M 1 ¼ 12 + 3 mg, or equivalent radius R 1 ¼ 1.4 + 0.1 mm. Then, a raindrop (as described here above) was released from 4 m height and impacted the leaf at almost terminal velocity. We finely tuned the horizontal position of the substrate for the distribution of the impact position D (figure 4) to be centered on the sessile drop. We found that the impact distance from the position of the sessile drop follows a normal distribution with standard deviation of 3.8 mm. This apparent randomness is due to the aerodynamic coupling between the raindrop trajectory and its own wake. The Reynolds number associated with the raindrop progressively reaches Re ¼ 2000 during the free fall. In this intermediate regime, the raindrop alternatively sheds counter-rotating vortices (Karman vortex street) that in turn modify the droplet's trajectory. As a result, the raindrop occasionally directly hits the sessile drop, but, more often than not, it misses and impacts in its vicinity, spreads and then possibly dislodges the sessile drop in the form of a crescent moon ejection. For each impact, we measured the leaf angular position u(t), the size r, and the initial speed u (velocity magnitude) of the ejected droplets (figure 4), with a resolution of r % 30 mm being the smallest detectable droplet radius. Figure 5 shows the size r and initial speed u of the ejected droplets. These contain mostly fluid from the dyed sessile drop, possibly slightly diluted by water from the raindrop ) [46] . The settling speed at which gravity and drag balance establishes a boundary between two groups of pathogen dispersal agents. Large droplets (r . 300 mm) follow gravity-dominated trajectories. Small droplets (typically smaller than 200 mm) are strongly affected by air drag and they evaporate in less than a second. Any residual pathogenic nuclei would then easily be advected by ambient wind [47] . Figure 1 illustrates conceptually the potential difference in range and pathogen load between the two. Here, we quantified and identified a maximum value of 50 for the Weber number We ¼ rru 2 /s of the ejected droplets. This maximum value imposes an upper limit on initial ejection velocity u that scales as r
Droplet ejecta hydrodynamics
1. Mechanical properties of the 15 analogue experiment substrates. M, mass; L, length; L e , effective length; u 0 , initial inclination; v 0 , natural frequency; k, torsional stiffness; a, compliance parameter. These three latter parameters are calculated from the leaf model presented in §4.symbol description M (g) L (cm) L e (
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. This upper bound in We is shared by all substrates for this specific Weber We 0 of the incoming drop.
Pathogen footprint
In order to link the contamination pattern to the mechanical properties of the plants, a top-view picture of the ground was taken (Nikon D90) after each set of raindrop impacts on the substrates considered (table 1) . Moreover, the substrate was cleaned prior to placing another dyed drop to ensure repetition of identical and statistically independent impacts. Figure 6 shows the contamination footprints of various infected leaves. This is the probability density function (PDF) of deposition of analogue contaminated dyed droplets of size r at a horizontal distance x from the centre of the initial sessile drop, 50 cm below leaf level. Using the upper limit We ¼ 50 valid for all substrates (figure 5) and accounting for drag, we compute the maximum distance of potential deposition x m (r) over all possible angles of ejection. The farthest travelling droplets have a size of r % 400-500 mm. The contamination footprint clearly changes from the splash-on-film (figures 5, 6a and table 1) to the crescent moon on rigid substrate (figure 6b) while remaining bounded by the theoretical envelope x m (r). This variation is partly due to the intrinsic asymmetry of the crescent-moon splash (figure 3a), which strongly enhances the initial horizontal impulse of the ejected droplets. Leaf inclination (figure 6c) shifts the pathogen footprint to higher x, without modifying the maximum distance of deposition. Leaf motion and compliance act strongly in the opposite direction (figure 6d-f). They reduce the splash-induced footprint by absorbing the incoming kinetic energy and further stretching the dyed liquid sheet. The maximum distance travelled by droplets ejected from a light and compliant substrate is then significantly lower than the theoretical prediction based on the maximum Weber number.
Theoretical model 4.1. Compliance parameter
In order to quantify the influence of leaf weight and compliance on the contamination footprint, we introduce a new dimensionless parameter
where v L is the leaf velocity at the impact point (figure 2d) and v f is the velocity of fluid fragmentation. The fragmentation timescale t f is expected to vary with the size of the liquid sheet. This size is proportional to the radius R 1 of the sessile drop. Preliminary measurements (made on three different drop sizes) indicate that
This scaling law is encountered in many capillary phenomena where inertial forces are directly balanced by surface tension. For example, it captures the contact time of a drop bouncing on a non-wetting substrate [48] , or the period of free oscillations of a drop, as first calculated by Lord Rayleigh. In our experiments, t f ≃ 7 ms.
To estimate v L , modelling the kinematics of the leaf tip is necessary. Directly tracking the leaf tip on high-speed videography allowed us to identify the initial leaf inclination u 0 and showed that the motion of the tip can be approximated by a circular arc of radius L e . It appeared that, from the perspective of the sessile drop, the leaf could be approximated as a solid body of mass M e ¼ ML e /L in rotation about a virtual centre located at a distance L e from the tip (figure 4). Some plant leaves satisfy this approximation better than others and artificial leaves have been designed to satisfy it almost exactly. The effective length L e is found to be distinct from leaf length L (table 1) . Instead, it encapsulates the effects of compliance and encompasses the portion of leaf mass M e that is effectively disturbed during the raindrop impact time. Fully rigid leaves (high bending stiffness) articulated only at their base have an L e equal to their total length L. The corresponding excited mass M e is then equal to their total mass M e ¼ M. Compliant leaves (small bending stiffness) yield L e ( L. In the appendix, using a spectral method, we calculate the effective length for a distributed compliance assuming a homogeneous cantilever beam clamped at one end. We can then identify the regimes during which leaf tips approximately move along a circular arc and discuss the range of validity of our assumption. Figure 7 shows that upon impact, the angular momentum of the incoming raindrop M 0 U 0 (L e 2L 1 )cos u 0 is almost entirely transferred to the angular momentum I _ u 0 of the joint system made of the leaf, the raindrop, and the sessile drop, whose moment of inertia is
The angular velocity
of this joint motion yields the leaf velocity
The more compliant the leaf, the smaller L e /L and M e /M, and the larger v L and a. The relevance of a for capturing the influences of leaf size, mass and compliance is confirmed by the measured footprints surrounding the leaves, as discussed next. After impact, the angle governing the motion of the leaf tip obeys the equations of a monochromatic damped 
The frequency v and damping rate b are determined by fitting this solution on the measurements of u(t) (figure 8).
From there, the natural frequency
and the torsional stiffness k ¼ Iv Figure 8 indicates that although the monochromatic approximation is excellent for the artificial hinged leaves, real leaf oscillations may comprise harmonics and subharmonics (e.g. [49] and references therein). In particular, harmonics (higher frequencies) are observed on relatively heavy leaves (e.g. citrus). They correspond to a very local and immediate response of the leaf to the impact, with an oscillation wavelength significantly smaller than the leaf length. In our experiments, crescent-moon fragmentation occurs during the first 7 ms after impact. Leaf motion harmonics that correspond to this timescale are expected to modify fragmentation and subsequent dispersal. Subharmonics (lower frequencies) originate from the induced motion of the stems. They are observed on much lighter leaves (e.g. tomato), where the angular momentum and kinetic energy of the impacting drop cannot be entirely absorbed by the leaf alone. They only affect the long-term response of the leaf and have a negligible influence on the crescent-moon splash dynamics. Note that inertial detachment also occurs during the first period of oscillation and is thus not affected by subharmonic motions.
Compliance impacts dispersal
Whether real or artificial, leaves with similar a show similar footprints ( figure 6e-f ) . Furthermore, we define the distance from the leaf x* beyond which only 10% of the dyed fluid volume resides. Figure 9a shows a significant decrease of x* with increasing a. It is split in two regions: a , 4 and a . 4. In the first region (a , 4) , the crescent-moon splash dominates. It is less efficient at ejecting droplets away from compliant and ) ] extend x* to up to 50 cm (as shown in figure 6c ). In sum, the parameter a describes well the influence of leaf motion on splash dynamics. Only the citrus is found not to match the prediction. This is due to the presence of harmonics in the early leaf motion, as discussed in the previous section. Indeed, by neglecting these harmonics, we in effect underestimate the effective compliance of the leaf at early times; thus underestimate a. In the second region (a . 4), inertial detachment emerges as another ejection mechanism. Figure 6e-f indicates that the droplets originating from inertial detachment can go farther than those originating from a splash or crescent-moon splash on the same leaf.
The analysis of the height of contamination by droplet ejecta, z, further supports this conclusion (figure 9b). As soon as inertial detachment becomes possible (a . 4), its capacity in producing and projecting larger droplets higher dominates that of the crescent-moon splash. Typical vertical dispersal ranges from 10 cm for large droplets to 20 cm for small droplets. This distance enables upward self-contamination, as was observed in field studies [3] . Inclination [symbol (Â)], which enhances horizontal dispersal, also strongly diminishes the upward motion. In sum, our results suggest that the crescent-moon splash is observed on every foliage, but it is efficient at projecting droplets and dispersing pathogens further away only for relatively large and rigid leaves. Meanwhile, the inertial detachment is only observed for lighter and more compliant leaves, for which it is more efficient than splash at projecting larger droplets further away. This distinction is important as we recall that large droplets landing on a leaf have the ability to deposit large amounts of pathogens locally; thus increasing infection likelihood.
Discussion
Foliar diseases menace the economy and food supply of an evergrowing world population with limited resources. Current mitigation strategies in today's monoculture concentrate on pesticides and genetic modification of plants [50] . In the context of rain-induced transmission of foliar diseases, the dynamics of pathogen-plant interaction and the mechanisms of creation and ejection of pathogen-bearing droplets remain effectively treated as a black-box. The scenario conjectured within such black-box is that of the emission of contaminated droplets via splash-on-film. In this combined experimental and theoretical study, we revisited this classical conjecture. Measurements of the contact angle of water on leaves showed that liquid films are seldom seen on common plant leaves. Instead, we find sessile drops. This distinction has important implications, as revealed from direct high-speed videography of raindrop impact on various leaves. Instead of the classically discussed raindrop splash on contaminated water films, we find two other dominant ejection mechanisms. The first, which we call crescent-moon ejection, relies on the direct interaction of the impacting raindrop with the contaminated sessile drop on the target leaf. The second, which we call inertial detachment ejection, is enabled by leaf lightness and compliance to generate catapultlike ejections. The crescent moon can involve some level of mixing between the fluid of raindrops and that of sessilecontaminated drops, while the inertial detachment does not necessarily. Thus, there is a difference in the pathogen load of Although the crescent moon shares the generation of a sheet and its break-up into droplets also found in the dynamics of splash-on-film, this drop-on-drop fragmentation process leads to droplet sizes and directional ejections clearly distinct from those generated from a drop-on-film corona break-up. The inertial detachment dynamics does not involve the direct interaction between the raindrop and the sessile drop. It is the result of a regime of liquid fragmentation distinct from that of either the splash-on-film or the crescent-moon break-ups. We observed that leaf size, mass and compliance play a key role in the selection of the dominant scenarios of ejections and their efficacy in projecting contaminants to neighbouring plants. Using dimensional analysis we found that the spatial range of the contaminated droplets ejected is constrained by a hydrodynamic condition. In fact, such fluid dynamics constraint sets a minimum spacing between plants (identified in figure 5 ) above which the likelihood of large-droplet raininduced contamination vanishes. Building on a theoretical model of leaf motion, we introduced a single compliance parameter a that compares the leaf velocity to the fragmentation velocity. This parameter captures and rationalizes the influence of leaf size and compliance on splash. Our results suggest that increasing a can reduce the range of disease transmission; leading one to believe that smaller and more compliant leaves induce a slower epidemic spread. However, a closer look reveals a more subtle effect: above a certain threshold on a, the inertial detachment emerges. This new mechanism of ejection turns out to enhance the range of deposition of larger contaminated droplets. This is important as large ejected droplets have a higher probability of infecting healthy surrounding plants than smaller droplets. In sum, during rainfalls, although compliance appears at first to monotonically decrease the range of pathogen-bearing droplets ejected from a sick plant, its pathogen footprint is not necessarily decreased: the crescent-moon ejection is more effective for disease transmission from large or rigid leaves (small a), while the inertial detachment dominates for light and compliant leaves (large a).
Our results show how the effect of leaf compliance and its careful quantification can account for changes of contamination range by a factor of up to four (figure 6). For the same plant spacing density in a monoculture field, a change in the size or compliance of the foliage could then quadruple the epidemic propagation speed (figure 10a). Moreover, our results suggest that alternating the position of plants of different species, but with carefully selected complementary a could halt epidemic onset (figure 10b). Our results provide, for the first time, a means to quantify the effect of polyculture on epidemic onset using mathematical models encompassing the intrinsic mechanical-rather than immunological-properties of the plants involved. In both (a,b) , symbols refer to substrates as described in table 1. Blue shades correspond to inertial detachment while red shades correspond to crescent-moon splash. The dashed line indicates the value of a beyond which inertial detachment is observed. 
Appendix A. Effective length of a cantilever beam
We here establish an exact relationship between the effective length and the compliance of a cantilever beam. We consider the ideal case of elastic deformation of a homogeneous beam clamped at one end and free at the other. The beam has a length L, a bending modulus EI and a linear density m. The vertical deflection of the beam W(x, t) is assumed to remain small with respect to L; thus, satisfying the linear Euler-Bernoulli equation:
The boundary conditions at the clamped end, The dimensionless stiffness V represents the ratio between the natural frequency of the beam and the frequency of the impact. Relatively stiff beams (large EI) respond immediately to the impact force and yield large V. Boundary and initial conditions become w ¼ @ y w ¼ 0 in y ¼ 0, @ yy w ¼ 0 and @ yyy w ¼ (L 2 F)/ (EI)sin t in y ¼ 1, and w ¼ @ t w ¼ 0 in t ¼ 0. Since both the partial differential equation and the associated boundary conditions are linear in w, the deflection is proportional to the force. For the sake of simplicity, we then choose F ¼ EI/L 2 . To solve this differential equation, we first define an arbitrary test function f ( y,t) ¼ y 2 /2(y/3 2 1)sin t that satisfies the boundary conditions. The variable v( y, t) ¼ w( y, t) 2 f (y, t) now satisfies Similarly, the test function f (y, t) can be expanded as The effective length L e is obtained from the ratio of the deflection and the slope of the beam tip:
Assuming that the beam tip describes a circular motion, L e should be independent on time. Figure 11 indicates that this hypothesis is well-verified during the first half-period of the forcing p/v as long as either V , 0.1 or V . 1. For the latter condition, c i ! 0 so L e saturates to 2/3 L. For the former condition, things are more subtle as the effective length is set by the largest coefficient, c k of the expansion. This corresponds to the effect of the slowest eigenmode k which affects the clamped end of the beam within the timescale of the impact. In other words, Va 
